
From: Gary S. Gevisser  

Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 2:25 PM PT 

To: Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk 
Cc: rest; Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman c/o Raz Elmaleh; Author-Journalist 

Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's 

estate; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Grace Osborne - Assistant Director, Global 

Leadership Institute - University of California, San Diego; Paul Robinson; Devin 

Standard; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Joe Carroll - 
Bloomberg News Room; Bob Kjar – US Air Force – Squash buddy of “Station 

Manager” Air America CIA - bob@kjar.org; Office of the Israeli Defense Department 

Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Neil 

Gevisser; Professor Jeffrey Sachs - Columbia University; The Cow - BIG BEN aka 

The IT's writer; George Hurst Esq. - Lawyer-liar for Dr. John Ben Stewart aka 

Sperm Donor; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed Mlaba - Mayor 
of Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; South China Morning 

Post; jackiedowns@gmail.com; Basil Gelpke - co-Producer of Crude Awakening; 

Allie Meyer - WHY WE FIGHT!; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; Trevor 

Manuel - South Africa's Minister of Finance; David "Poli" Pollak - Co-Chair of the NY 

"demoratic" [sic] party; david.altman; Solly Krok; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" 
Beare; 'Careers@ColinCowie.com'; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo 

American Cartel [DAAC]; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; 

Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; 

Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes 

Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Maxwell M. 
Blecher Esq; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - 

Steven Spielberg's lawyer; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Drew 

Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; 

Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; John Loftus Esq. - Not 

Disgraced Enough Justice Department Nazi prosecutor; Dr. Laura Family; Oprah; 

oreilly@foxnews.com; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Rush Limbaugh; 
drudge@drudgereport.com; sundays@cbsnews.com; TheTonightShow@nbc.com; 

Diana Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over 

Keyboards - December 10, 1996; 60m@cbsnews.com; Kenneth Standard Esq. -

Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; 

DeadlineHollywood@gmail.com; Professor Rabbi Dennis Prager - TV-Radio Talk 
Show Host; Talbot_Page@brown.edu; Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - 

Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting corporation; 

Thomas Stephens Esq. - Bartlit-Beck- Citicorp Venture Corporation + Newell Starks' 

attorney; Professor Trevor Jones - Economics Dept - University of Natal, South 

Africa; lorne@lornemichaels.com; Tefo Mohapi; Shaun Tomson; Bernard Lazarus - 
Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The 

Pig" Lazarus; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel 

Squadron 101 - Israel War of "Independance" [sic]; editors@jpost.com; 

editor@shanghaidaily.com; Michael Boyd aka topped-87623; Eliot Spitzer - Client 

#9 - Former Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York 
State - Linked to Prostitution Ring ; Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of Attorney General; 

Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; United States Justice 
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Department; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: SPECIAL - horses for courses - shirt idea 

 

Thinking of “specialties” and both you and I knowing about “sticking to our 
knitting”, would you be all that surprised that apart from the “Gun-Money-Power” 

throughout the world, and of course in that category I include all Commanding 

Officers of Israel’s Special Forces units, so very few people reading this 1692 email 

I sent earlier to Adam L. Tucker, including ALT, have ever bothered to read that 

invitation I sent out to Daniel Lewin’s business partner, Randall Kaplan, co-founder 
of the hugely successful internet algorithm public corporation, AKAIMAI which I 

believe is “lucky” in Hawaiian. 

 

Moreover, even when they read the “crux” of such an important communication 

which says in bold black type and underlined, “No financial projections were 

ever prepared”, they still don’t bother to go to the start of the communication to 
look at my first point that I was choosing very carefully my first very public 

communication, some 9 odd months prior to 911, to coincide with the 27th 

Anniversary of the passing of David Ben Gurion who passed away some 12 months 

to day after I first met with him on November 1st, 1972, some 57 odd days prior to 

De Beers-US sponsored PLO terrorists beginning to brutally murder 11 defenseless 
Israeli athletes at the MUNIch Olympics. 

 

Not to mention that as far as the deep underground Jewish Underground spread 

throughout the globe was concerned, Ben Gurion who was the first Prime Minister 

of Israel to have the Mossad reporting directly to him remained the head of this 
most brutally wired intelligence institute until he took his final breath, again 

December 1st, 1973 some two months following Israel’s Yom Kippur War where 

Israel came ever so close to using its globe spinning stopping, most advanced 

nuclear weapons. 

 
To mention little of how on January 21st, 2001 with hours remaining in his 

Presidency, Bill “DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar” Clinton went along with the “request” by 

Ehud Barak, the head of the Mossad and back then of course Prime Minister of 

Israel, to grant oil trading traitor, Marc Rich the most inexcusable, most bizarre of 

bizarre Presidential Pardon; bearing in mind that not only had Rich been most of all 

treasonous to the State of Israel who has never considered the US Government “a 
friend of the fledging State of Israel” going back all the way to President Roosevelt 

meeting King Ibn Saud of the House of Saud, Saudi Arabia on board the US 

destroyer, USS Quincy on February 14th, 1945 some 12 days following the Russian 

Red Army liberating Auschwitz, but Mr. Rich while a “fugitive from US Justice” and 

of course “living the life of Riley” in Zug, Switzerland, no different to all most senior 
enemies of the State of Israel who come in all shapes and sizes, ethnic 

backgrounds, and different religions, only one thing in common their loyalty to one 

another born from their unadulterated “love for money”, Mr. Rich voluntarily 

relinquished his US citizenship. 

 
To mention in passing that of course as one examines the evidence and need I 

remind you, a so very skilled and experienced shareholder class action litigator, 
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“proof is a function of evidence, the better the evidence the better the proof”, the 

only thing a “reasonable person” could conclude was that both Clinton and Rich 

wanted that Presidential Pardon like they wanted a Mossad bullet fired in to the 
back of their heads. 

 

You also know that the Mossad gave US intelligence services a “heads up” a full 

month prior to 911. 

 
You haven’t forgotten that I was communicating with the partner of the first 

casualty of 911 some 9 odd months before 911. 

 

Nor have you forgotten how I covered a myriad of subjects in that not all that long 

“invitation” including how our Maggie didn’t care for this Amazon of human being 

wanted to give her “tongue”. 
 

Then of course you recall how my very literate, and very much to the point, French-

Canadian wife Marie Dion Gevisser and I composed our Z Question for Albert 

Einstein on December 1st, 2002, to commemorate the 29th anniversary of Ben 

Gurion’s passing, that again few people apart from the “gun-money-power” ruling 
elite have bothered to read not just once but of course time and again. 

 

Most of all you recall assisting me edit my very carefully crafted “risk assessment” 

memo to file which I sent Bill O’Reilly of the Fox Network on July 23rd, 2002. 

 
To repeat: 
 

From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2002 6:10 PM PT 

To: Bill O Reilly - Fox News 

Cc: rest  

Subject: Epilogue to Manager Minute One 

  

The collapse of the stock market here in the United States 

is all but certain. It makes no sense that a publicly 

traded company should be valued more than a private 

business which generally sells for between 3 and 5 times 

predictable earnings plus liquidation value, i.e. "less 

godwill blah blah" [sic]. And remember management of 

private companies are much more accountable assuming they 

have the checks in place for their "audirtors not writely 

balanced" [sic].  

  

Publicly traded companies with their diverse shareholder 

ownership allow management much more flexibility to mix 

things up, taking with the right and hooking the owners 

with their left, lefties to boot. Right now the smart money 

has left or is in the process of leaving the markets in 
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search of "safer heavens" [sic], safe harbor provisions a 

thing of the past. 

  

President Bush should do the smart thing and immediately 

suspend trading of public corporations, thereby protectING 

the innocent and naive who are simply throwing good money 

after bad. Those well run public companies should have no 

fear for they will be at a competitive advantage relative 

to the capital that has been so smartly socked away.  

  

The scars of 1907 remain on the masonry buildings housing 

the stock exchange of Wall Street. The fundamentals of the 

economy at that time were much worse than in 1929. One man 

J.P. Morgan saved the day, not so lucky for the victims of 

1929. History has a way of repeating itself but today the 

"risk markets" are more fragile than at any time in 

history.  

  

"Risk assessment" is my business.  

  

Gary S. Gevisser 

 

[Word count 267] 

 

I assume that if you are in town you having lunch at Rainwaters right now and so I 

will take the liberty of once again copying this fine restaurant and perhaps make 
you a hard copy. Assuming you haven’t yet had dessert, perhaps you could call the 

house line here at the cliff house or have the staff at Rainwaters email me back; it 

would take me no more than 20 minutes on the superfast Ducati ST4S to get 

downtown, although I think I need to put in gas. 

 
Come to think of it maybe we could use your cell phone to call my Royal Mater-

Mother, Zena or my cousin journalist-author Mark Gevisser. 

 

[Word count 1145] 
 
____________________________________________ 

From: Gary S. Gevisser  

Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 11:37 AM PT 

To: Adam L Tucker  

Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Solly Krok; Tony "non-racial 
liberal" Leon MP - former Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South 

Africa; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed Mlaba - Mayor of 

Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; South China Morning Post; 

Neil Gevisser 

Subject: HORSES FOR COURSES - FW: shirt idea 
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And btw I know you have forgotten the expression, “horses for courses” I tried to 

impress upon you yesterday during our hour or so “dialogue”. 

 
Try “thanking me” by spelling out how that translates in to you thinking you can 

draw it even though I am quite certain you could possibly do as good if not better 

job than Jonathan who has still great gifts beginning with his extraordinary 

knowledge of the “arrogance” of each successive generation of Americans who take 

out their frustrations on each successive generation of American kids who are 
increasingly fed up with the bs and why they much prefer to emulate “gangsters” in 

their dress than FBI cops. 

 

Jonathan, however, does not have close to your “touch” in grabbing hold of massive 

amounts of relevant email addresses at nothing short of light-speed. 

 
Jonathan is extraordinarily selective in the information he “downloads” to me; 

bearing in mind,  he has been pretty much for the past 15 odd years half the time 

in my and his extraordinarily math wizard-logical thought processing mother’s 

custody and has also traveled quite extensively with us both to both sides of 

Canada, England, the European continent and south America. 
 

In the half hour we were together this morning as I made him a most delicious 

cheese, onion and egg in the grill which I also used to make him his avocado, 

cheese and onion sandwich on the rye seeded bread you shared with us yesterday; 

bearing in mind he is violently allergic to rye, the only thing he told me as he also 
went to work on updating the “$ hit list” cartoon was that his one friend who lives 

in Solana Beach right near you and who works at the surf shop Rusty Del Mar on 

15th street in downtown Del Mar cannot afford the gas to travel to and from work 

and is now walking. 

 

Did you know that the porters in Peru who carry some 60 kilos on their backs up 
and down the steps at the most dizzy heights leading into Machu Picchu, in 

stretches of 5 days and 4 nights, are close to 12 inches smaller than you, and they 

do this not only with a smile on their faces but each and every day, come rain, 

sunshine, hail and snow, not to forget the high winds. 
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Do you remember I have that list in an excel spreadsheet on the computer you are 

using containing the email addresses of some 600 highly educated Peruvian guides 

like Patricia and Augusto Benito Vargis who might want to at least see this not all 
that great photo of Marie and me at the Dead Womens Pass high up in the Andes. 

 

Did you know that my wife Marie Dion Gevisser is a most excellent oil painter which 

first of all means that she can draw extraordinarily well a skill that so 

extraordinarily few people who call themselves artist have; moreover, to make the 
“jump” from being able to draw to being able to paint in color is like someone who 

can walk a hundred meters, taking as long as they want, just so long as they don’t 

trip bearing in mind that their only requirement is to walk at a snails pace on an 

athletic track where beforehand all obstacles including ant sized ants have been 

removed, no chance of even the smallest blade of grass possibly causing any 

slippage and if so and the walker falls it would not foul them out of being a 
contender versus sprinting the 100 meter dash in less than 9 seconds. 

 

Again, “Horses for courses”. 

 

Ps – Do you ever remember this photo below of my maternal grandfather Albert-Al 
Badash-Ash standing at this stand at the Durban Horse Race Track. 

 
Al is on the left. 

 



This photo of Al below 

 
was taken in Lusaka, Zambia not long before his death in the early to mid 1960s. 

 
Do you recall me mentioning that my father’s sister, Daphne Gevisser Molk before 

moving to Denver, Colorado, USA 

 
 

lived in Lusaka, Zambia, their home eventually became part of the Chinese 

Embassy. 
 

Notice that Daphne when communicating with her brother, my dad, Bernard Bernie 

Gevisser used The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies P. O. Box address and not 

their headquarters street address, 173 Madon Road, Durban, South Africa. 



 
 
You recall me mentioning that one of the many Moshal Gevisser Group of 

Companies was Gipsy Coffee and Tea 



 
 

Notice the date on the back cover of the Hashalom, a Durban Jewish Club monthly 

publication. 
 

This is the front cover of that publication. 



 
 
Below is page 1 



 
Notice first of all that my father Mr. B. N [Nathan] Gevisser was Chairman of the 
Durban Jewish Club. 

 

Next notice under the CONTENTS, the last Long Short Story of Masada that was 

written by my Royal Mater-Mother and published in the Hashalom some 5 odd 

months prior to the official start of the Arab-Israeli 6 Day War of June 1967 when Al 
Ash was long dead and buried. 

 

You will also notice when going back to the list of EXECUTIVES the name of my 

step-father Alan Zulman and before him the name Mr. M. Epstein who I believe was 

involved with the “Aldred Sidarell” [sic] financial scandal; Mr. Sidarell after 
hoodwinking a whole bunch of investors both Jewish and Gentile escaped with his 

ill-gotten gains to Israel where the joke amongst the Durban Jewish community 

was that he was an Egged bus driver taking people for rides. 

 

Did you notice that you are not laughing and nor is a single Jewish South African or 
for that matter a single Jewish person in the world reading this heavily broadcasted 

communiqué still wondering, however, how you find the time in your busy schedule 
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to think of add-on cartoons when we have yet to put to bed the first cartoon, let 

alone waste my time letting me know all the so boring things going through your 

head. 
 

Do you recall the significance of this photo taken of me shaking the hand of Rabbi 

Schneerson who to most ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters, certainly the 

overwhelming majority who work on 47th-Wall Street New York City, mostly 

congregating and sharing intelligence amongst themselves on non-religious Jewish 
people spread throughout the world, is still considered the “Messiah”. 

 

 
 
Again, it took “big bucks” to be in a position where the Black Hatter to the far left of 

the photo would had the person coming up to shake Rabbi Schneerson’s hand a 

One Dollar US bill which the Rebe would then place on the bluish velvet cushion 

making a little pile that the Black Hatter, again to the far left, would pick up when 

his handful got depleted. 
 

Interesting this ritual of handing worthless-fictitious US-DeBeers Treasury Notes to 

the head of DeBeers’ Black Hatters who overwhelmingly don’t recognize the State 

of Israel; moreover make it their business-personal to fraternize with the enemy. 

 

So can you think someone like Jonathan needs helps in coming up with a cartoon to 
spell out who exactly is the enemy. 

 

Do you recall me telling you that at the time I met with Rebe Schneerson in late 

1989 I was doing one of many assignments 



 
for Solly Krok of Twins Pharmaceuticals 

 
South Africa, who had paid for this “courtesy visit” to this very gun-money-powered 

Hasidic-ultra-orthodox-Jew. 



 
 

 
Not to mention that my Royal Mother-Mater, 

 



Zena flew over to New York for the premier of the Krok’s Broadway Musical, Meet 

Me In St. Louis. 

 

 
 

 
It very possible that it is Alan Greenspan in the background to this photo above, 

sitting next to one of the Krok’s trade financiers, a gay gentleman who went to 

Durban Boys High School in Durban, South Africa that my father and his friend 

Chunie Tomson attended back in the early 1930s. 



 
Not to mention that Chunie, the father of 1979 World Surfing Champion, Shaun 

Tomson, lost a chunk of his arm in a sharp attack when swimming in Durban’s Bay 

of Plenty where Shaun and his cousin Michael, also a top surfer, first “cut their 
teeth”. 

 

To mention little of Ernie Chunie Tomson most likely would have represented South 

Africa in swimming at the 1936 Berlin Olympics were it not for this tragedy. 

 
To mention in passing below  

 

 
is a photo of Shaun’s younger brother Paul who came to my New Beginnings 
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 Party on December 10th, 2000 

 

I am on the left and Paul’s girlfriend at the time, great smile in front. 
 

You recall the rather noteworthy Invitation that I first began sending out on 

December 1st, 2000 to coincide with the 27th anniversary of the passing of David 

Ben Gurion, the first official head of the Mossad; such a communiqué addressed to 

Randall Kaplan whose partner at AKAMAI, Daniel Lewin, an Israeli Special Forces 
officer in Sayeret Matkal, mostly likely the first victim of 911 as he flew on 

American Airlines Flight 11. Click hyperlink below: 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/My%20last%20Peace%20-

%20Introduction.htm 

 
Now this photo below is one you haven’t seen all that often 
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taken at Darryl Hannah’s parents’ estate in Telluride, Colorado; and just trust me 
that those two young women in the photo with me either side of the very funny pig 

were not exactly dogs; bearing in mind that Darryl wasn’t around at the time but 

her and Jackson Brown’s very good looking and most awesomely athletic Black 

American best friend who first invited me to this one of a kind weekend party where 

I don’t believe we got all that much skiing in, was most entertaining; I just forgot 
his name but he is married to a White American and very possibly still plays paddle 

tennis at Darryl’s and Jackson’s home in Santa Monica, assuming of course they are 

still together. 

 

Again, “Horses for courses”. 
 

Do you think Ami Ayalon, the most important and feared Israeli Special Forces 

Commander alive today would allow a single Black Hatter in to the ranks say of 

Israel’s most brutal Maritime Special Forces unit, Flotilla 13. 

 
Why not email yourself or have someone you know email Keren over at the Office 

of Israeli Defense Department Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington, DC 

and ask her opinion. 

 

Again, “Horses for courses”. 

 
[Word count 1692] 
 
___________________________ 
From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 10:01 AM 



To: 'Adam L Tucker' 
Subject: RE: shirt idea 

 
Yes, to both. 
_________________________ 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 9:31 AM 
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: shirt idea 

 
 
Giant tin can with ants crawling out and a label with an American Flag on it, and a large can opener with 
the words “just3ants.com” written on it. 
 
Open up a can of ants [sic] 
 
I think that I can draw this, can I come by later this morning and also do some laundry? 
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